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Abstract. We consider ill-posed inverse problems and compare the results of pseudo-inverse and Tikhonov 
regularization solutions with the solutions obtained using random projection matrix. Error partitioning into bias and 
variance was done. The dependence of bias and variance vs projection matrix dimensionality was studied. Pseudo-
inverse with projections have shown accuracy similar to Tikhonov regularization.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Many practical applications require solving the inverse problem in the form: 

Фх=у, (1) 

where the matrix Ф∈ℜN×N and the vector у∈ℜN corrupted by additive noise ε∈ℜN у=y0+ε are known. The signal vector 
х∈ℜN must be evaluated.  

In the case when y contains noise, singular values σi of matrix Ф gradually decreases to zero, Ф has a high 
condition number σmax/σmin, the task of evaluating x is called ill-posed inverse problem [1, 2, 3]. These properties of Ф 
are characteristic for the problems of spectrometry [4], gravimetry [5], electrical discovery [6], etc.  

The solution of ill-posed inverse problem as a least squares problem [7] 

х'=argminх ||у−Фх||2 (2) 

based on pseudo-inverse  

х'=Ф+у (3) 

is unstable [1, 2]. An indication of instability is the fact that small changes in the vector y cause large changes in 
solution x', and solution error value is large.  

To overcome the instability and, consequently, to improve the accuracy of the solution regularization is used [1, 2, 
3, 7]. Regularization imposes some restrictions on the solutions that improve their stability – for example, the l2-norm of 
the solution ||x'||2 must be small. The classic method of regularization is Tikhonov regularization [1]. Tikhonov 
regularization problem is formulated as follows

х'=argminх  ( ||у−Фх||2+λ||х||2 ), (4) 

where λ is the regularization parameter.
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The drawbacks inherent in the methods of solving discrete ill-posed inverse problems based on Tikhonov 
regularization include the high computational complexity and the complexity of selecting the correct regularization 
parameter, which influences the stability of solutions. Therefore alternative approaches are required for solving the 
discrete ill-posed inverse problem that would have the accuracy of Tikhonov regularization, but less computational 
complexity. 

 

2 Solving discrete ill-posed inverse problems by the random projections method  
 
To solve the inverse problem using the projection approach [19], let us multiply both sides of the original equation (1) 
by the matrix Ω∈ℜk×N, k≤N, whose elements are realizations of a normal random variable with zero mean and unit 
variance. The number of columns N of matrix Ω is determined by the dimension of the matrix Ф, the number of rows k 
is not fixed a priori.  

We obtain equation  

Ax = b, where А=ΩФ, А∈ℜk×N, b=Ωу, b∈ℜk. (5) 

Then the least-squares problem (2) can be written as

х' = argminх ||Aх–b||2.  (6) 

Signal reconstruction based on pseudo-inverse is obtained as 

х'=А+b. (7) 

Signal reconstruction by Tikhonov regularization is obtained as

х'=argminх ( ||Aх−b||2+λ||х||2 ). (8) 

The accuracy of solving the inverse problem will be evaluated using the error d of the true signal recovery

d=||х–х'||=||e||,  (9) 

where x ' is the reconstructed signal vector, e is the solution error vector. 

 

2.1 Components of the true signal reconstruction error  
 

Error vector e is represented [20, 21] as the sum of bias and variance. Let us calculate them for our case as follows. 
Denote P the operator that transforms y to x': x' = P y. Then, taking into account y = y0+ε, expression for the evaluation 
of x can be represented as: 

х' = P (y0+ε) = P y0 + P ε = P Фх + P ε; y0 = Фх. (10) 

Using the expression for x', we obtain the expression for e: 

e = х' – x = P Фх – x + P ε = (P Ф – I)x + P ε. (11) 

Thus,

e = e1 + e2, где e1, e2∈ℜN, e1= (P Ф – I)x, e2=P ε. (12) 

e1 is called bias, e2 is called variance [20, 21].

To obtain the solution without projection, we use the following methods. 

Solution on the basis of pseudo-inverse (3):  

хpin = Ф+ y, Ppin = Ф+ = V diag (φi / σi) UT, iff σi>tresh φi=1, otherwise φi =0. 

tresh = max(k,N) eps(max(σi)), 
(13) 

where U, V, S are the result of singular value decomposition of the matrix Ф = USVT;  

σi = diag S are singular values, the elements of a diagonal matrix S; eps(a) is a positive distance from abs(a) to the 
next, larger in magnitude floating point number having the same accuracy as a.  
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Here the error partition is as follows: 

e1pin=( Ppin Ф – I)x, e2pin= Ppin ε. (14) 

Solution based on Tikhonov regularization (4) by the method of filtered singular value decomposition [1] 

хreg = V diag (fi / σi) UT y, (15) 

where fi = σ2
i /(σ2

i + λ2) are filter factors. Here  

Preg = V diag (fi / σi) UT. (16) 

Since y = Фx + ε, then we can write: 

ereg = хreg – x = Preg(Фx + ε) – x = (Preg Ф – I) x + Preg ε; (17) 

e1reg = (Preg Ф – I) x, e2reg = Preg ε. (18) 

After the projection, error terms of solutions take the following form. By analogy to (11), we can write:

e Pr = х'Pr – x = PPr Ω y – x = PPr Ω (Фx + ε) – x = (PPr ΩФ – I) x + PPr Ωε. (19) 

For solution based on pseudo-inverse:  

PpinPr = С diag (gi/si) BT, for si >tresh gi =1, otherwise, gi =0, tresh = max(k,N) eps(max(si)),  (20) 

where B, C, Σ is the result of singular value decomposition of the matrix A = B Σ CT, si = diag Σ – singular values, the 
elements of a diagonal Σ.  

The error terms 

e1pinPr = (PpinPr A – I)x, e2pinPr = PpinPr Ωε; e1pinPr+e2pinPr = epinPr , (21) 

where epinPr is the solution error for evaluation of the signal vector based on pseudo-inverse using pseudo-random 
projections. 

For Tikhonov regularization by method of filtered singular value decomposition [1]: 

PregPr = А+= C diag(φi /si) BT, (22) 

where φi = s2
i /( s2

i + λ2) are filter multipliers. 

e1regPr=(PregPr A – I)x, e2regPr= PregPr Ωε; e1regPr+e2regPr = eregPr, (23) 

where eregPr is the solution error for evaluation of the signal vector based on the Tikhonov regularization using pseudo-
random projections. 

 
 
2.2 Experimental investigation  
 
Let us investigate experimentally:  

• the dependence of signal reconstruction error d on the rows number k of the projector matrix for   

- Projection version of the solution of the ill-posed inverse problem based on the pseudo-inverse,  

- Projection version of the solution of the ill-posed inverse problem by Tikhonov regularization,  

• the dependence of the norm of each error constituent e  and e  on k for solution of the ill-posed inverse problem based 1 2
on a randomized approximate matrix decomposition.  

The columns of the matrix Ф were formed by the values of Gaussian radial basis functions of the form:      
fn(z)=exp(–k1 (z–с)2); where с=d×n+b; (d=1, b=20), k1=0.1, z={1,2,…,200}, is the index of basis function. The 
components of the vector x are as follows: x(60)=100; x(61)=98; x(62)=90; x(63)=70; x(64)=60; x(65)=30; x(65)=20; 
x(59)=98; x(58)=90; x(57)=70; x(56)=60; x(55)=30; x(54)=20; the remaining components are zero. Right hand side 
vector y was formed by substituting the matrix Ф and vector x into the expression (1).  
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In this problem matrix Ф has dimensionality of 200×200, a high condition number (σmax/σmin>>1), and a singular 
values gradually decreasing to zero. The right side vector of equation (2) is distorted by the additive noise with the 
normal distribution.
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Fig.1 Submatrix (50×50) of the test problems     

matrix Ф  
Fig.2 Signal vector х and right hand side in the test 

problem  

 

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of signal reconstruction error d on the row number k of projector matrix Ω(k×N) at 
noise levels for the following methods: 

- pseudo-inversion Dx Pinv1,  

- the Tikhonov regularization with the selection of λ using the generalized residual method Dx GCV,

- - the Tikhonov regularization with the selection of λ using the generalized residual method Dx Lcur 
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the signal reconstruction error d on the row number k of the projector matrix at the noise 
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Analysis of the dependences of d vs k shows that for all methods at some value of k there is a minimum. Its position 
shifts toward smaller values of k when the noise level increases, and the error value at the minimum increases.  

The values of error for the methods without the projection and the minimum values of errors for the methods with 
projection are given in Table 1.

Table 1 

Methods with projection Methods without projection 

nl dmin pinv1 dmin GCV dmin Lcur d pinv1 d GCV d Lcur 

10–6 0,054 0,052 0,053 103 0,05 0,11 

10–4 0,065 0,058 0,063 105 0,06 0,17 

10–2 0,14 0,1 0,14 107 0,08 0,17 

 
Thus, among the methods without projection the lowest signal reconstruction error is provided by the Tikhonov 

regularization with the method of L-curve. 

For methods with projection, the error values at the minimum dmin are comparable and small, which indicates the 
stability of the methods. The behavior of the the pseudo-inverse method with projection becomes stable and it shows the 
error values at the level of the Tikhonov regularization. 
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Fig. 4 Dependences of error terms e1 and e2 on k  for the 
method of pseudo-inversion

Fig. 5 Dependences of error terms e1 and e2 on k  for the 
method of Tikhonov regularization with L-curve 

 

Fig.4, 5, 6 shows the dependences of error terms e1 and e2 on k for the methods of  

- pseudo-inversion,  

- Tikhonov regularization with L-curve, 

- Tikhonov regularization with generalized cross validation, 

e1 shows the dependence of ||е1|| on k; e2 shows the dependence of ||е2|| on k.  

Fig. 4, 5 shows that with increasing k ||е1|| decreases and ||е2|| increases, so that ||е1+е2|| has a minimum. When the 
noise level increases, position of the error minimum shifts toward the lower values of k. This occurs because the 
dependence of ||е1|| on k is practically the same for all levels of noise, and ||е2|| increases with increasing noise level. 

The difference between the L-curve and GCV from Pinv1 lies in the fact that the dependence of ||e1reg|| on k is not the 
same for all levels of noise. TThis occurs because the regularization parameter, whose value is calculated for each k, is in 
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the expression for e2reg and e1reg. Thus, the optimal choice of λ affect the error value at the minimum point and the 
stability of the method.  
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Fig. 6 Dependences of error terms e1 and e2 on k for the method of generalized 
cross validation

 
The difference between GCV and the L-curve is that for GCV dependence of d on k has no minimum, and after a 

certain value of k is stabilized at a constant level. This is due to the fact that for all levels of noise for the GCV method, 
the dependence of ||e1|| on k is stabilized at a lower (relative to other methods) values, presumably this occurs through 
the appropriate choice of the regularization parameter. 

 

3 Conclusion 
 
An experimental study of methods for solving ill-posed inverse problems, for which singular values of matrix Ф 
gradually decrease to zero, Ф has a high condition number and у is corrupted by additive noise, was done.  

The test problem solution obtained by the pseudo-inverse and Tikhonov regularization with various parameter 
selection method was compared to the solution by the same methods, but using a random projection matrix R(k×N).  

The error partitioning into bias ||е1|| and variance ||е2|| was done. Investigation of the error components behavior on 
the number of rows k of matrix R showed that ||е1|| decreases with increasing k, and ||е2|| grows. In the above problems 
ratio ||е1|| and ||е2|| is so that ||е1+е2|| has a minimum (for the methods of pseudo-inversion, cross-validation, and L-
curve). With increasing noise level position of the error minimum shifts to lower values of k, and the error value at the 
minimum increases. 

With proper choice of k, the accuracy of the method based on the matrix pseudo-inverse with projection, for the 
investigated problems is at the level of regularization method. Error solution by pseudo-inverse without projection is 
high and the method of pseudo-inverse without projection is not suitable for the considered inverse problem. 

Thus, the study and use of methods based on pseudo-inverse with projection is a promising due to their stability, 
manifested in the smooth variation of the relative error signal recovery with increasing noise, and also because of lower 
computational cost of singular value decomposition of A (since k<N). Directions for further research are theoretical and 
experimental methods of the choice of k at which the error is close to the minimum.  
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